New Moon Newsletter Scorpio 2011
New Novella!

The latest highlights from my desk
On a Scorpio Moon
* Focus
* Cast a spell
* Play with Tarot
* Practice Silence
* Be more intense
* Write a sex scene
* Make eye contact
* Write a battle scene!
* Share your resources
* Read: Journey by Night

New Posts and Links
Beginning of the End
Bringing the Passion
Let the Bodies Talk
Recipe for Lupins
Emerging Writers

The Scorpio New Moon is ruled by Mars and Pluto, the gods
of war and death. Intense times! Where you have Scorpio in
your chart is where you need to merge energy with others

I’m editing The
Brief Childhood of
Kreshkali Richter
and have posted
about this new
novella. Still open
to ideas for a n
official name!
Suggestions
welcome.

to create something new. This erotic (of Eros) merging
cannot happen until the umbilical ties with the past are
cut. Essentially, Scorpio is about the enticement to leave
the juvenile bonds that link us dependently with others
so we may form adult-to-adult relationships. Also this
is an area in the chart where we benefit by letting go,
eliminating tolerations and owning our power. For
more ideas and support check the New Moon Scopes.
New Posts and Links
Talks: I am doing a group call over at GVU
on Oct 25th. Not a member? You can dial in to my
the monthly Align with the Stars and ask questions!
Blogs: On the 16th of every month, I’m blogging over
at the Supernatural Underground. Also you can find
my recent guest posts at Voyager Books, Collins Book
Shop (on creating the Lupins from scratch!) and check
the Recent interview by Rowean Cory Daniells. She’s a
great Spec Fic writer and asked some fab questions.
Audio Sample: I’ve a pretty cool audio sample from
Journey by Night – a scene with Jarrod, Teg (very deep
voice) Rosette and Winsor Trace. Let me know what you
think!
Astro-LOA: In the time of Scorpio we 1) find what is not
working 2) let it go 3) move on. This is about transformation
and growing a soul. Issues of power come up. Be ready to own
yours! Also, when it comes to joint finances, remember, letting
go can equate with huge gains. Really? Check out Jeannette
Maw’s Money Maths for Deliberate Creators.
Namaste all!
Have a wonderful November!
Chat with me on FaceBook & Twitter!

Explore the worlds of
Quantum
Enchantment

Have you voted for
your favourite
cover?

